CLIMAVORE: Under the Sea
There Is a Hole
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Since the early 2000s, landmasses have been collapsing
around the Dead Sea. Directly linked to the depletion of
water, the sea level has been rapidly dropping at around
a meter per year. During the first half of the twentieth
century, the Dead Sea was stable at around -390 meters;
by 2005, the level had dropped to -418 meters; and in 2017,
it was measured at -431.38 meters.1 If depletion continues
at this pace, scientists predict that it will persist at least to
-550 meters, where it could potentially stabilize again.2 As a
result, over 6,000 documented sinkholes have appeared so
far, some as large as 2 kilometers long and 25 meters deep,
tearing the shores of the Dead Sea apart. Water runoff
from the arid mountains seeps into the ground where the
sea once lay, dissolving underground deposits of rock salt
and creating huge cavities that eventually surrender to the
weight of the earth on top. The surface of the ground is in
the process of becoming an unstable membrane, liable to
subside at any given moment. High resistance geotextile
fabrics are being laid underneath roads. Should a sinkhole
suddenly appear under a vehicle, it will safely float above
the breach in the asphalt paving.
A series of suspended, unstable dining surfaces
constitute Under The Sea There Is A Hole. These
surfaces function as a platform to rethink the spatial
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implications and frictions between feeding
bodies and sinking lands. Finding a place at
the table as it rocks, dinner guests perform the
geological consequences of food production on
the landscape in front of their mouths. At times
a giant sinkhole might not leave enough space
for cutlery or glasses, and might oblige guests
to negotiate where to place their Dead Sea mudglazed plates (which differ considerably in size). A
poorly balanced appetizer could crash through a
sinkhole at any minute.
Driving along the banks of the Dead Sea
(scientifically defined as a landlocked, hypersaline
lake), the sight of abandoned beach resorts, no-go
signs, empty buildings, barren fields, and diverted roads
amid the increasingly desertifying landscape feel like an
apocalypse in the lowest place on earth. On the Jordanian
side, Ghor Al Haditha was one of the first permanently
inhabited places to experience considerable subsidence;
and the mouths of Wadi Al-Shaqiq, Wadi Ma’een, and
Wadi Al-Mujib have emerged as new deltas because of
the receding shoreline.3 The Palestinian/Israeli side of the
Dead Sea is experiencing more dramatic effects than its
Jordanian counterpart, as the shores are considerably less
steep on the west side of the water. In Kibbutz Ein Gedi,
a parking lot was closed in 1995—the first infrastructure
to surrender to sinkholes in the area—after the pavement
started to fracture and the soil eventually collapsed. In
2014, the gas station nearby was shut down amid halfsunken date palm trees.
At the deepest place on Earth, one has to walk further
and further to chase the receding shores and reach the
water.4 Tourists, pilgrims, and bathers walk almost a
kilometer away from the beach facilities; lifeguard stations
are constantly being abandoned as new ones are built
closer and closer to the waterfront. After constructing
several consecutive lines of lifeguard huts, the latest
response at Kalia Beach (the last resort to remain open on
the Western shore) is to build huts from light materials and
on wheels, ready to move to the next watermark.
Three human actions are accountable for this radical
transformation. First, a series of dams along the Jordan
River basin (the Dead Sea’s main source of water) in Israel,
Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon have dictated water politics,
diplomacy, and war in the area for decades. As a result,
95 percent of the Jordan River (and the water from its
tributaries) is diverted: if the river used to provide 1,350
million cubic meters of water to the Dead Sea each year,
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Landfill must be added regularly to reinforce roads
along the Dead Sea.
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The Palestine Potash Company was set up in 1929
during the British Mandate. The first plant opened
in Kalia, on the northern side of the Dead Sea. The
images are from the 1930s and 1940s.

that flow has dwindled today to just 20 million cubic meters.5
Second, Palestinian underground water resources are
becoming exhausted by Israel and its extensive irrigation
of date palm plantations on Israeli settlements in occupied
territories.6 The Israeli Water Authority has the right to dig
deeper into the ground, whereas hundreds of shallower,
ancient Palestinian wells are drying out.7 Third and above
all, the extraction of fertilizers from the evaporation ponds
run by the Dead Sea Works in Israel and the Arab Potash
Company in Jordan provide shallow salt lands where water
evaporates more quickly.8 Indeed, the southern half of the
Dead Sea began to be converted into evaporation ponds in
1961 and by 1991, only thirty years later, the whole section
of the sea was dyked and fully industrialized. In business
terms, the Dead Sea is considered one of the top seven
fertilizer sources in the world.
The fertilizer industry generated $170 to
$200 billion in sales revenue worldwide in 2015.9
However, the industry has dreadful effects not only
for inhabitation along the Dead Sea’s shores, but
also for the business itself. On March 22, 2000,
Salt Pan 19 on the Jordanian side was destroyed
due to subsidence and sinkholes causing $38
million in damage that eventually resulted in its
abandonment; Salt Pan 18 had to stop activity for
repairs between 2001 and 2006.10
The historic need for profitable fertilizers
began at a much different scale, before minerals
had become such a precious commodity. Prior
to potash, it was manure and wood ash that
were first used to improve “poor” soils. In the
Channel Islands, especially in Jersey, the use of
seaweed collected from the ocean as fertilizer
(vraic or wrack) was common practice, and since
1771 laws have explicitly regulated citizens’
rights and optimal seasons for gathering. Certain
varieties, like kelp or bladderwrack, have abundant
quantities of minerals that slowly release in soil to
accelerate the growth of vegetables and tubers.
But not every place has access to nutrients from
the sea. Hence, the ambition not to gather but to
mine fertilizer from the soil (gypsum, ammonia,
or lime) expanded in Europe in the eighteenth
century and established an industry with capacity to
supply entire nations and continents.
Under the umbrella of enlightened agronomy, Empires
have explored new substances by expanding into further
overseas territories with mining potential. Faraway places
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with exceptionally dry climates were the only places
where the ideal type of guano, for instance, could be
found: places (always overseas) where rainwater quickly
volatilized and leached nitrogen-containing ammonia from
bat or seabird excrement. These operations—seeking
to exploit potash, nitrates, and phosphates—annihilated
entire surface and underground deposits, mainly on small
islands in the Pacific. The case of Nauru’s phosphates
is particularly remarkable, as the destruction of its
hyper-fertile ground to extract fertilizers (which were
then distributed worldwide via Australia) prevented its
population from farming. Inhabitants of Nauru have
since been racked by diabetes, high blood pressure, and
obesity brought on by a diet of fatty, imported food; inch
for inch, the island state has become one of the most
environmentally ravaged nations on earth.11
Mining of naturally occurring fertilizers has
increasingly been replaced by artificially produced
chemical components in the lab. The addiction to fertilizer
boomed with the discovery of the industrial synthesis of
ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen, which started a new
era of agricultural productivity and colonial expansion—soil
was put on steroids.12 For centuries wars were fought both
through ammunition and food, as the fertilizer industry
developed in parallel with volatile substances. In Scotland,
kelp was burnt to ash, which was used as a substitute for
scarce dynamite during the Napoleonic wars. Later on
during World War I, when the Sykes-Picot agreement was
signed by the British and French to plunder the region
surrounding the Dead Sea and carve it into the “Middle
East,” the director of explosives at the British
War Office, Lord John Fletcher Moulton, was also
responsible for fertilizers as part of his duties in the
Ministry of Ammunition, as both required the same
acids and nitrates. After the war, Moulton was asked
to convert the explosives facilities to the new needs
of the Empire. He adapted the military process so
civilians could synthesize fertilizers, and many of
his troops went on to set up similar factories in the
colonies and foreign dominions themselves.13
The British Mandate in Palestine granted a
concession to begin extraction from the mineralladen Dead Sea in 1929, and the Palestine
Potash Company, Limited was established.14
Having moved through different economic
models and structures since 1948, by the time the first
sinkholes started making water stress apparent in the
1990s, the Israeli plant was producing 3.5 million tons
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of potash annually.15 The equivalent Jordanian plant
across the border, which had been set up in 1956 as a
pan-Arab public shareholding company, produced 2.4
million tons of potash in 2015.16 There is a paradox in
the environmental damage of fertilizers: if the recurrent
problem on most intensive agricultural sites are fertilizers
contaminating water runoff (like the “dead coastal zone”
in the Gulf of Mexico), in the Dead Sea the opposite
problem exists: it is the extraction, not the addition, of
fertilizer from seawater that is blighting the sea.
Circulating fertilizers globally relies on the maximal
extraction of agricultural value from the soil. But the
remainder after the evaporation process is becoming
less and less cohesive. Precipitation is not enough to
replenish the receding sea, and the tensions around
the underground aquifer below the “Middle East” are
becoming less and less confined. Despite the noncollaboration between the Jordanian and Israeli geological
institutes, each side is trying to independently solve a
problem caused simultaneously on both banks. Not until
2015 was there a multi-million dollar joint venture to
channel water from the Red Sea.17 Despite support from
the World Bank for this “destructive environmentalist” RedDead project, geologists believe that filling up the basin
artificially might only worsen subsidence.18
Rather than exponentially increasing mineral
extraction to keep up with demand for food, we must
explore new ways to reduce the need for aggregating
nutrients in the soil while still feeding a growing
population with equal access to sustenance. Under
The Sea There Is A Hole began as an investigation into
the digging of earth and the voids generated by the
circulation of soil particles. After several trips to the
gullied shores of the Dead Sea, the project translated the
GIS-located sinkholes onto dining surfaces, which were
carved according to the shape of the open scars around
the fertilizer plants. By making explicit the connection
between the forced evaporation of water and food
consumption, the project evolved to think through other
adaptive and responsive forms of eating that go beyond
the uninterrupted season of a hyper-fertilized planet.
Contrary to the idea of development as the guarantee
of choice, every fruit and vegetable should not always
be available at any time in any supermarket of the Global
North. But eating patterns should not only regress to
purely seasonal consumption either. Instead, Under The
Sea There Is A Hole requires a new framework for eating
that can shape the landscape differently and for the better.
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Due to the overabundance and ever-presence of fertilizers,
the fixed Eurocentric cycle of spring, summer, autumn,
and winter has become obsolete. Instead unexpected
phenomena, like subsidence, floods, or drought are the
ones determining yields while exposing the weaknesses
of contemporary food production. Unusual climatic events
span minutes, days, months, years, or centuries.
CLIMAVORE is a form of devouring that follows the
consequences of anthropogenic landscapes affected by
intensive climatic and material alterations.

Different from carnivore, omnivore, locavore,
vegetarian, or vegan diets, it is not so much the ingredients
that define CLIMAVORE, but rather the infrastructural
responses to human-induced climatic events. New
seasons of food production and consumption have
begun to appear. Dry seasons are sometimes more arid
and sometimes less; rainy seasons are becoming longer
but sometimes shorter; the number of frost-free nights
has increased in some places but decreased in others.
Announcements like the official end of the California
drought on April 7, 2017 are hard to interpret in the longer
term as we could simply be immersed in a much longer
cycle of droughts, the side-effects of which are uncertain
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Israeli date palm plantations on occupied land,
irrigated with water from Palestinian aquifers. The
depletion of aquifers is one of the main causes for
the receding shorelines of the Dead Sea.
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Officially Over, But the Next Could Be ‘Around the
Corner,’” The Guardian, April 7, 2017.

if we take into account, for instance, the slow violence
that the lack of governmental support inflicts upon the
psychological stability of affected residents.19
These non-absolute cycles are discontinuous,
disjointed, disconnected, non-sequentially repetitive,
and appear to follow random behavioral patterns. But do
water levels justify digging deeper wells to exhaust even
deeper aquifers? Or can we acclimate our existence to
flexible patterns beyond intensive water consumption?
Denuding imaginaries, landscapes, and infrastructures
reveal a new set of clues for adapting our diet, anxieties,
and desires to them: How to shift toward drought-resistant
vegetables in a period of water scarcity, how to harvest the
fruits of advancing/receding deserts, or how to nurture
dune-stabilizing vegetables in coastal zones prone to flash
floods... Rather than making the Dead Sea recede further,
CLIMAVORE explores forms of eating that aim to make
the planet fertile without fertilizer: forms of eating that
positively intervene in the surrounding landscape.
Reframing our diets within a globally financialized
landscape raises the question of the geopolitical
implications and economic interests behind climatic
alterations and the pressures they put on human and otherthan-human dwellers. The following series of CLIMAVORE
recipes is not a fixed set of instructions, but an open-ended
set of protocols suited to geographies where franchises
of The Empire Remains Shop move. The CLIMAVORE
cookbook is the outcome of thinking about food landscapes
through anthropogenic climatic seasons. Each recipe feeds
six people, but its ingredients function as infrastructure that
can be extended to a much larger territory.
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DRYLAND SALINITY INTAKE COCKTAIL
AND POROSITY-ENHANCING SNACK
Intensive agriculture, unseasonable irrigation methods, and lowered
water retention have all contributed to the decrease of underground
freshwater supplies. This has led to an exponential increase in
the salinity of soil in many areas on the shores of the desert. But
in arid environments, some edible plants are tolerant of wind- and
temperature-stress. Apart from being salt-tolerant, halophytes (such
as tamarind, agave, and jujube) have the capacity to accumulate
liquids and separate salt from earth as part of their growing process.
In parallel, termite mounds enhance the porosity of soil and retain
rainwater. Termites dig cavities in extremely arid soil that function
as water depositories and increase the robustness of ecosystems.
Indeed, vegetation density is always higher around mounds.
Materials
1000mL or 4 ¼ cups water
300mL or 1 ¼ cups agave syrup
300g or 1 ¼ cups seedless tamarind paste
soda water
blue agave tequila or mezcal reposado
6 dried jujube berries
5g or 1 tbsp dehydrated red termites
1 lime
Method
If there is an imbalance between water inputs and water demand,
exposed soils might urgently need the shade offered by canopy cover
from new, deep-rooted trees. Start by planting salt-resistant ones at
the perimeter of the affected area. Once grown, boil water and stir in
tamarind and agave until dissolved. Let simmer over low heat for a
few minutes until it develops a syrupy consistency. Strain and let the
syrup cool completely in the refrigerator. Over ice mix one part tequila
and two parts tamarind-agave syrup; top with soda and a dried jujube
berry. Serve with dehydrated termites as a snack with a few drops of
freshly squeezed lime.
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CLIMAVORE: Under The Sea
There Is A Hole (Cooking
Sections, 2015–). The suspended
surfaces map the over 6,000
sinkholes around the Dead Sea.
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The Dead Sea Works is the
potash plant in Sodom, near the
southern part of the Dead Sea,
owned by Israel Chemicals. Its
salt evaporation ponds are a
major contributor to the falling
sea level.
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COASTAL FORTIFIER
Flash floods are increasingly affecting coastal ecologies in
unprecedented ways, with beaches suddenly appearing and
disappearing as part of a circulation of sediments that creates
landfills and seavoids. Apart from the soil becoming more salinized,
coastal dunes are active agents in the destabilization of such
geomorphology, an ecosystem in perpetual flux. Saline crops can
bolster the future of a brackish agriculture, reshaping unstable
coastal landscapes with seaside vegetables that are highly salttolerant. Sea kale and caper or elderberry shrubs prevent erosion
in the case of a sudden flood while quickly absorbing water. Newly
arrived species are thriving in these sea-flooded landscapes, like
saltwater-grown potatoes or saltmarsh lamb that grazes by the sea.
The fortification of a fluctuating coast could be supplemented by
the cultivation of sea lavender, sea asparagus, sea rosemary, sea
purslane, sea fennel, or even sea radishes.
Materials
10 beets
200g or 2 cups samphire (sea asparagus)
30g or 1 ¼ cups oyster leaf
30g or 1 ¼ cups sea rosemary
30g or ½ cup sea fennel
30g or ¼ cup sea lavender
100g or 1 ½ cup sea purslane
5g or ½3 tbsp caper berries, with stems, in brine
elderberry reduction
hemp seed oil
Method
Dreaming of a move to the beach in the era of climate change? Own
a coastal property threatened by rising sea levels or increasing
soil erosion? Why not plant a coastal fortifier field of buckthorns,
samphire, sea cabbage, sea rosemary, and sea purslane? Afterward,
roast beets whole in the oven on high heat until their skin is burnt
and their flesh is very tender. Peel the beets and let them cool before
cutting them in eighths. Blanch the sea purslane for a few seconds
and immediately transfer to ice water to stop the cooking. Place a few
pieces of beet on a small heap of fresh sea rosemary, sea fennel, sea
lavender, samphire, purslane, and a handful of fresh oyster leaves.
Drizzle with a bit of elderberry reduction and some hemp seed oil, but
do not season with salt; all the leaves absorb seawater and already
contain the necessary amount—taste the differences between their
absorption capacities! Garnish with capers.
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TIDAL CRISPBREAD
Ocean water is becoming more and more polluted by intensive, opennet aquaculture. One exemplary case is farmed Scottish salmon,
which is neither a natural salmon pink nor native to that geography.
Ninety percent of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) consumed worldwide
is a domesticated species dating back to the 1970s that is distributed
by Norwegian, Tasmanian, and Chilean corporations. The fish are
heavily dependent on antibiotics and pork- and fish-based coloring
feed pellets. Grown in open-net cylinders containing about one
million fish per farm, these environments have a dramatic effect on
both the body of the fish and the seabed. Hundreds of kilos of salmon
manure are deposited into the sea every minute, devastating the
ecosystem underneath while stimulating outbreaks of parasites and
disease, like lethal sea lice. Unlike how intensive salmon farming
produces an excess of nitrogen, other aquacultures clean water by
breathing and eating. One mussel is able to filter up to 25 liters of
water per day and one oyster can filter up to 50. So do other bivalves
like clams, scallops, and razor clams, as well as a wide range of
seaweeds, especially kelp, one of the hungriest for carbon dioxide. In
addition to being crucial agents in removing pollutants from coastal
seawater, these creatures provide a good source of protein without
the need for irrigation or fertilizers.
Materials
30g or 2 tbsp spirulina
50g or 2 tbsp dried wakame
1 pack nori sheets
300g or 3 cups rolled oats
1200mL or 5 cups water
240g or 2 cups spelt flour
20g or ¼ cup demerara sugar
5g or 2 tsp kummel seeds
500g or 3 cups flax seeds
180g or 1 cup wheat bran
Method
Next time you swim among slimy algae, think why before cursing. Soak
oats in water for at least six to twelve hours. Preheat oven to 160ºC.
Leaving the wakame and nori aside, add the rest of the ingredients
to the soaked oats and mix well. Line baking trays with silicone pads
and spread the batter evenly and thinly. With scissors cut the nori
sheets into confetti-sized flakes and spread with the wakame over the
batter. Bake in the oven for forty to fifty minutes until the bread is dry,
crisp, and golden. While baking you can start plotting your rope-grown
seaweed farm. With as little as $50 worth of rope and buoys, you can
set up a plot that would yield dozens of kilos of kelp a year.
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Sinkholes in the former seabed of
the Dead Sea, before it receded.
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Driving along road 90, the
geological transformation and
effects of the receding shoreline
are evident along the banks of
the north part of the Dead Sea.
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DROUGHT SALAD
Transnational heat waves and cycles of drought can last for years.
Recently, the fertile state of California has suffered the consequences
of excessive irrigation of farmland, including farmland that had
replaced the invaluable wetlands of the Sacramento-San Joaquin
River Delta. In many cases, imbalance in the underground water levels
of former floodplains has led to unexpected subsidence around overly
irrigated areas. In times of insufficient irrigation, crops requiring less
water could replace other fruits and vegetables to slow down the
exhaustion of aquifers: dry farming can help readjusting landscapes.
Materials
400g or 2 cups black lentils
200g or 1 cup pearl barley
6 red peppers
2 pomegranates
100mL or ½ cup pomegranate molasses
20g or 3 tbsp carob powder
1 bunch fresh thyme
30mL or 2 tbsp vinegar
90mL or 6 tbsp rapeseed oil
Method
If this year the water reservoirs in your area are at a minimum, you may
want to avoid planting water-intensive species. Remove your sprinkler
system and replant your lawn as a drought oasis. Soak lentils and
barley, each for between twelve and twenty-four hours. Grill peppers
in the oven or over a fire until blackened skins come off easily. Remove
seeds and burnt skin and chop into fine pieces. Boil the lentils and
the barley in two separate pots of water with salt until tender yet firm.
Set aside to cool. Clean pomegranates and separate the thyme leaves
from the stems. Mix the carob powder, oil, pomegranate molasses,
and vinegar together into a dressing, then add to the remaining
ingredients. Season with salt to taste.
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DESERT STOPPER
An “ungovernable” landscape, the edge of the Sahara spans over
7,000 kilometers from the west to the east coasts of Africa, a buffer
zone between southern subtropical jungles and northern arid sands.
In 2010, a pan-African alliance of countries along the Sahel (the
Panafrican Agency of the Great Green Wall, or PAGGW) committed
to one of the most relevant—and controversial—agro-engineering
projects of the twenty-first century. They agreed to work together and
plant a “Great Green Wall” to slow desertification at a transnational
level. Trapped between neoliberal state indebtedness and nongovernmental do-goodism, this afforestation project consists of a
buffer zone of drought-resistant species requiring little irrigation,
mainly gum, cashew, and moringa trees.
Materials
6g or 3 tbsp moringa powder
350g or 1 ¾ cups sugar
660g or 5 ½ cups plain flour
34g or 2 tbsp coarse salt
16g or 4 tsp baking powder
150g or ¾ cup coconut oil
350mL or 1 ½ cup hemp milk
6 eggs
cashew cream
gum arabica ice cream
Method
Plant a moringa tree, a cashew tree, and a gum arabica tree. Wait
some years and support their survival. In the meantime, ask your
neighbour for moringa leaves and grind them to a fine powder. Mix it
with the flour, salt, and baking powder. Separately, mix the coconut oil
and sugar. Combine the flour mixture and the coconut-sugar, then add
the eggs and hemp milk and stir everything together. Oil an oven tin
and line it with parchment paper. Pour the batter in and bake at 165°C
for around forty-five minutes until a toothpick comes out clean. Dust
powdered sugar on top and then garnish with raw moringa powder.
Serve with cashew cream and gum arabica-based ice cream.
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CLIMAVORE: Under The Sea There Is A Hole
(Cooking Sections, 2015–).
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NITROGEN-FIXING MULCH
AND BANANA PEEL MOCKTAIL
FOR YOUR GARDEN
The mineral extraction behind the production of fertilizers has
deployed landscapes in the name of solving the world’s hunger
problem. Possible alternatives could either be to increase
the use of organic compost or decrease chemical products.
Some crops have proved to capture nitrogen from the air and
naturally fixate it to the soil while growing in cycles, amongst
which alfalfa, buckwheat, peas, and clover have been historically
used as rotational crops to let the soil recover. The next time
your garden has something to celebrate, make it a banana peel
cocktail. Banana peels are frequently wasted and thrown out,
but in fact they are full of potassium that is good for you and
your garden.
Materials
500g or 10 cups alfalfa sprouts
50g or 5 tbsp buckwheat
100g or 1 cup peas
500mL or 2 cups water
3 banana peels
100g or ½3 cup molasses
foraged clovers to garnish
Method
Mix raw buckwheat with olive oil, cumin powder, and paprika
and roast in the oven at 180ºC until golden (about six minutes).
Take them out of the oven to cool. Separately, mix alfalfa sprouts
with peas and divide evenly among six plates. Season with olive
oil, salt, and fresh lemon juice. Sprinkle the roasted buckwheat
and garnish with clover.
For the banana peel mocktails: bring water to a boil, add
banana peels and molasses. Stir until molasses dissolves.
Lower to a simmer for ten to fifteen minutes or until the liquid
has reduced to a syrup. Take off heat and let the syrup cool
completely before removing the banana peels with tongs. Shake
gently to return excess liquid to the pot. Pour mocktail throughout
your garden with love. Should you care to celebrate with your
garden, pour banana peel-molasses syrup and a shot of rum into
a lowball glass filled with ice. Stir carefully and enjoy. After lunch
if you are fortunate enough to live by the coast, collect some
stranded seaweeds to replace the banana peel for a sea version.
Let it dry in the sun to prepare for the fertilizer concoction.
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